Lamb growth simulation through Pampa Corte model adapted to sheep

Simulação do crescimento de cordeiros através do modelo Pampa Corte adaptado para ovinos

ABSTRACT

The Pampa-Corte model developed to simulate growth of beef cattle was adapted to simulate lamb growth. This paper has the objective to describe the main modifications and the fitness of model in the simulations of lamb growth. To validate the model two datasets from Centro de Investigación y Tecnología Agroalimentaria de Aragón (Zaragoza, Spain) were used. The first one used data from 29 male and 10 female lambs of Rasa Aragonesa breed born in spring of years 2005, 2006 and 2008. The second data came from 32 male lambs of Churra Tensina breed born in spring of years 2004 and 2007. The model showed good fit between observed and simulated data in intensive finishing lamb systems, although small deviations were observed after slaughtering the first animals that reached the commercial live-weight (LW) of 22kg.
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INTRODUCTION

Sheep simulation models have been reviewed by BERNÜES et al. (1995), at different levels of aggregation: animal, herd, farm and regional planning resources. However, models that represent individual animal performance are still scarce in literature (FREER et al., 1997; CANNAS et al., 2004; CASTELLARO et al., 2006). The Pampa Corte model was developed in order to simulate beef cattle live-weight gain in a dynamic and mechanistic way (SILVEIRA, 2002; TREVISAN et al., 2009; SILVEIRA et al., 2011).
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Lamb production in the Mediterranean region, especially in Spain, combines a wide diversity of grazing-based systems to manage the flocks of adult ewes with highly intensive finishing systems based on early weaning (45-60 days) and subsequent feeding with concentrate in order to obtain light carcasses called “Ternasco” or “Recental” of 18 to 26kg live-weight (LW), as described by JOY et al. (2008). This finishing system
is highly dependent on the prices of grains and by-products, thus simulation models that generate alternative scenarios might be useful in farmers’ decision-making.

This article aims to describe the Pampa Corte model modifications for lamb production and verify its predictive behavior when simulating live-weight changes of Rasa Aragonesa and Churra Tensina lambs in conventional intensive finishing systems in Spain.

**METHODOLOGY**

The sheep model uses the same methodological framework of the original Pampa Corte model (SILVEIRA, 2002). Individual animal performance was generated from two sub-models: the first sub-model simulates the consumption and digestion of food, and has as main outputs estimates of animal intake and daily energy and metabolic protein production; the second sub-model considers these productions to simulate animal growth based on AFRC (1993) and CSIRO (2007) equations. The initial variables and parameters required by the model can be found in SILVEIRA (2002).

To validate the model data derived from previous works at the Centro de Investigación y Tecnología Agroalimentaria de Aragón research station (Zaragoza, Spain) were used. The first dataset contained data from 29 male and 10 female lambs of Rasa Aragonesa born in the springs of 2005, 2006 and 2008. All lambs were weighed weekly and slaughtered when they reached the target weight of 22kg LW. The lambs were weaned between 45 and 55 days of age and afterwards kept in stalls and fed with commercial feed and barley straw ad libitum. Feed was analyzed for neutral detergent fibre (NDF), crude protein (CP) and the in vitro digestibility (IVD) determined considering a passage rate of 5% per hour. Lamb managing and feedstuff analysis were the same explained above.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

One goal of developing simulation models is to identify knowledge gaps. The sub-model that simulates the digestion of food consumption was designed for extensive ruminant production systems. Therefore, it assumes that cell content is fully degradable, although valid for forage is not completely applicable in the case of commercial concentrates due to the high cellular content. To correct for this, the degradation was determined in vivo during 48h for 6 samples of commercial concentrate, which confirmed average cellular content degradability of 95%. Another fact to consider is that the intake sub-model only considers physical constraints of consumption through rumen capacity (ILLIUS & GORDON, 1991; SILVEIRA, 2002), whilst the consumption of commercial feed may have metabolic restrictions (VAN SOEST, 1994). To simulate this effect, an equation for reducing consumption (RC) was created based on AFRC (1993): 

\[ RC = 24,567 \times qm^2 - 34,694 \times qm + 12,918 \]

Thus, when the dietary energy level is greater than 11MJ kg\(^{-1}\) DM and the metabolisability of gross energy of diet at maintenance \([ME]/[GE] \) (qm) for equal at 0.59, the calculated equation has a direct effect on rumen capacity, and therefore restricts consumption. The second modifications needs for the model were the change of all equations to simulate animal growth from beef cattle to sheep according AFRC (1993).

Figure 1 shows the performance of the model on estimating Rasa Aragonesa lamb live-weight gain after weaning. In the case of females, the simulated live-weight was higher than the observed. An AFRC (1993) report, especially for females, the inclusion of an adjustment factor in energy is requested to improve
weight gain estimates, similar to those used for cattle. There was a significant prediction improvement after introducing a 1.3 adjustment factor. New validations with female lambs should be carried out in order to confirm this assumption. As for male lambs, the model outputs were very close to observed data until the first animals reaching the targeted LW were slaughtered. After that moment, there was a small difference between observed and predicted final weight. In figure 2, it can be seen that when animals were separated into two groups according to slaughter time, early (first animals slaughtered) and late (all the others), there was higher dispersion of predicted values for the latter group. This is probably due to the fact that in these production systems animals with health problems, especially respiratory and digestive (paraqueratosis, acidosis), may occur. These problems interfere with live-weight gain, however, the model does not consider health factors. Therefore, the development and/or adaptation of models that can consider these factors is advisable, since only nutritional limitations and environmental stress are now taken into account.

Figure 3 shows the results simulated by the model for the second experiment, with Churra Tensina
animals. Again, once compared with observed experimental data, the model performance for the two years studied is optimal, mainly until the beginning of the slaughter of animals that achieved the targeted weight earlier (22kg LW). Similarly, when animals were separated into two lots, early and late slaughter, the best results were observed in the early slaughter group (Figure 4).

CONCLUSION

The Pampa Corte model adapted to simulate lambs growth shows high accuracy on simulating intensive fattening systems of lambs. The development and / or adaptation of models that consider health factors should be incorporated to improve the prediction for animals with slower growth.
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